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Little is known about how the human brain differs from that of our
closest relatives. To investigate the genetic basis of human specializations in brain organization and cognition, we compared gene
expression profiles for the cerebral cortex of humans, chimpanzees, and rhesus macaques by using several independent techniques. We identified 169 genes that exhibited expression differences between human and chimpanzee cortex, and 91 were
ascribed to the human lineage by using macaques as an outgroup.
Surprisingly, most differences between the brains of humans and
non-human primates involved up-regulation, with ⬇90% of the
genes being more highly expressed in humans. By contrast, in the
comparison of human and chimpanzee heart and liver, the numbers of up- and down-regulated genes were nearly identical. Our
results indicate that the human brain displays a distinctive pattern
of gene expression relative to non-human primates, with higher
expression levels for many genes belonging to a wide variety of
functional classes. The increased expression of these genes could
provide the basis for extensive modifications of cerebral physiology and function in humans and suggests that the human brain is
characterized by elevated levels of neuronal activity.

T

he origin of humans was accompanied by the emergence of
new behavioral and cognitive functions, including language
and specialized forms of abstract representation (1, 2). However,
the neural foundations of these human capabilities are poorly
understood. Although the human brain is characterized by its
unusually large size and disproportionate expansion of the
neocortex (3, 4), the only differences in its internal organization
that have been identified involve the number and size of spindle
cells in the anterior cingulate cortex (5), the organization of the
planum temporale minicolumns (6), and the compartmental
organization of the primary visual cortex (7). Moreover, little is
known about underlying changes at the molecular level. Because
of the extensive similarity between human and chimpanzee DNA
sequences, it has been suggested that many of the key phenotypic
differences between species result primarily from alterations in
the regulation of genes rather than in their sequences (8).
Current genomic techniques allow us to examine the expression
of thousands of genes at the same time and to address these
questions (9, 10). A recent comparison of expression patterns in
brain, liver, and leukocytes from humans, chimpanzees, and an
orangutan reported that species-specific differences in overall
gene expression patterns were particularly pronounced in the
human brain relative to other organs (11), but the specific genes
that underwent expression changes during human evolution were
not described.
In the present study, we used high-density oligonucleotide
arrays to identify genes differentially expressed in the brain of
humans or chimpanzees by using macaques as an outgroup and
validated many of the observed differences by quantitative
RT-PCR, cDNA arrays, and in situ hybridization. Our results
indicate that gene expression changes in the human cortex
involved predominantly increased expression, and that many of
the genes up-regulated in humans could be related to higher
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levels of neuronal activity. Identifying the specific genes that
underwent expression changes during human brain evolution
could provide important clues to the biochemical, anatomical,
and functional specializations of the human brain and help us
understand why humans are more vulnerable to certain neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s dementia (12), that
are rare in other primates.
Materials and Methods
Samples. Human cortex samples were collected from two females

and three males during autopsy [Homo sapiens (Hs)1, -2, and –3]
or surgical procedures (Hs4 and -5) and were obtained from the
Brain and Tissue Bank for Developmental Disorders at the
University of Maryland (BTBUM; Baltimore) or the University
of California at San Diego Medical Center (approved and
monitored by the Institutional Review Board). Cortex samples of
non-human primates were provided by the University of Louisiana at Lafayette New Iberia Research Center and the Salk
Institute for Biological Studies (in accordance with Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees guidelines). Common chimpanzee [Pan troglodytes (Pt)] samples were removed during
postmortem dissections of three females and one male that died
of natural causes (Pt1–4). Rhesus macaque [Macaca mulatta
(Mm)] samples were dissected from four females and three
males killed with a lethal dose of barbiturate (Mm1–7). Individuals were mostly adults, with an average age of 43.4 years for
humans, 18.5 years for chimpanzees, and 6.1 years for rhesus
macaques. Tissue was derived from several regions of frontal,
parietal, and temporal cortex of the left hemisphere of all species
(see Fig. 1). Heart samples of one female and two male adult
humans and two neonate male pygmy chimpanzees (Pan paniscus), also known as bonobos, were obtained from the BTBUM
and the Zoological Society of San Diego. Additional details on
materials and experimental procedures can be found in Supporting Materials and Methods and Table 1, which are published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org,
and at www.teragenomics.com.

Oligonucleotide Arrays. Gene expression levels were measured by
using human oligonucleotide arrays (Affymetrix GENECHIP Human Genome U95Av2 arrays, Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA),
which contain 12,625 probe sets for ⬇10,000 different genes.
RNA extraction, labeling, and hybridization were performed as
described (9, 13), with the exception that hybridization was done
at 50°C. Each tissue sample was processed independently and
hybridized to a different array, except for the cortex samples of

Abbreviations: Hs, Homo sapiens; Pt, Pan troglodytes; Mm, Macaca mulatta; CA2, carbonic
anhydrase II.
Data deposition. The sequences reported in this paper have been deposited in the GenBank
database (accession nos. AY369785–AY369856).
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Sequence Difference Detection. Because the oligonucleotide arrays
are designed on the basis of human sequences, sequence differences between the mRNAs measured and the array probes could
result in an underestimation of expression levels in non-human
primates. Thus, we used an algorithm developed in the Barlow
laboratory (J. A. Greenhall, M.A.Z., C.B., and D.J.L., unpublished results) to identify probe sets that may contain one or
more probes that could be affected by sequence differences
between humans and chimpanzees and then reanalyzed the data
after excluding those probes. Briefly, the algorithm analyzes the
hybridization patterns of all of the oligonucleotide probes for
each probe set, after normalizing for expression level differences, and determines the probability that a probe has different
hybridization behavior between two sets of samples. Four thousand five hundred and seventy-seven probes (corresponding to
2,285 probe sets) potentially compromised by sequence variation
between humans and chimpanzees were found. The reanalysis of
the array data without these probes detected 65 probe sets with
sequence differences that might contribute to higher signal
intensities in humans compared with non-human primates
[Table 2 (genes indicated by asterisk), which is published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site].
Real-Time RT-PCR. Real time RT-PCR was performed by using the

DNA-binding dye SYBR green (Applied Biosystems) with total
RNA from the cortex samples of three humans, three chimpanzees, and three rhesus macaques. To ensure that interspecific
sequence differences did not affect the amplification, ⬇1 kb of
the region covered by the array probes for each of the genes was
sequenced in non-human primates, and PCR primers were
designed in areas conserved among the three species. Amplification of the gene of interest and the housekeeping control gene
␤-actin was done in triplicate from each sample. Results were
analyzed with the DISSOCIATION CURVE 1.0 and SEQUENCE
DETECTOR 1.7 programs (Applied Biosystems). The gene amplification levels were normalized by dividing by ␤-actin levels,
and the three samples for each species were combined in a single
expression value. Expression changes were identified by a 1.3Cáceres et al.

fold difference between the average expression levels of each
species.
cDNA Arrays. Arrays containing ⬇7,500 different human cDNAs

obtained from Incyte Genomics (Palo Alto, CA) were spotted in
duplicate at the Salk Institute microarray facility. For hybridization to the arrays, 1 g of total RNA was labeled with Cy5 or
-3 by an aminoallyl indirect labeling procedure. Four comparisons of human and chimpanzee cortex and human and rhesus
cortex were done. After scanning the hybridized slides, background-subtracted data of all spots in the Cy5 and -3 channels
were scaled to a common value in each slide, and only spots with
a signal greater than background in at least 25% of the hybridizations were considered. The criteria for detecting expression
differences between humans and non-human primates were a
probability of ⬍0.05 by a paired t test of the hybridization signals
in each spot and an average relative change between the two
species ⬎1.3-fold.
In Situ Hybridization. In situ hybridization of two genes, carbonic
anhydrase II (CA2) and TWIST, was performed with multiple
20-m coronal or sagittal sections derived from the inferior
parietal lobule and the cerebellum of one individual of each
species and following a previously described protocol (17) by
using radiolabeled riboprobes. Films and emulsion-dipped slides
were analyzed by visual inspection and light microscopy by using
bright- and dark-field illumination. Control sections incubated
with sense RNA showed no specific hybridization. CA2 (1,055
bp) and TWIST (906 bp) probes were derived from the 3⬘ region
of the human and chimpanzee cDNAs, respectively. Sequence
divergence between the three species for both regions is ⬍3%.

Results
Hierarchical clustering of oligonucleotide array hybridization
signals (Fig. 1A) segregated the human, chimpanzee, and rhesus
samples into discrete groups, with humans and chimpanzees
more similar to each other (r ⫽ 0.900, SD ⫽ 0.017) than either
is to rhesus (human–rhesus: r ⫽ 0.785, SD ⫽ 0.053; chimpanzee–
rhesus: r ⫽ 0.817, SD ⫽ 0.016). These relationships agree well
with the known phylogeny and reflect both the divergence of
gene expression profiles and nucleotide sequences between
species, because sequence differences with respect to the array
probes could affect the hybridization efficiency in non-human
primates and produce low measures of some transcripts.
Genes differentially expressed between humans and chimpanzees were identified on the basis of pair-wise comparisons
between the hybridization patterns of all cortical samples from
each species, and 230 probe sets (212 genes) were found. A
complementary analysis by using the program DCHIP (15) detected significant differences between the average signal intensity of humans and chimpanzees for 89 probe sets (86 genes). By
combining the two methods, we detected 246 probe sets (227
genes) with consistent hybridization differences between humans and chimpanzees (Table 3, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). When we repeated the
analysis excluding one of the human or one of the chimpanzee
samples each time, very similar results were obtained, with 75%
of the genes identified in the initial analysis present in all cases.
A striking observation was that the vast majority of the genes had
higher hybridization signals in the human samples. Hierarchical
clustering of the signal intensities for the 246 probe sets in
human, chimpanzee, and rhesus revealed four distinct clusters
(Fig. 1B). Clusters 1 and 4 contained 88 probe sets (84 genes)
with a chimpanzee-specific hybridization pattern, and they include a similar number of genes with increased (cluster 4, 38
genes) and decreased (cluster 1, 46 genes) signal in chimpanzees
compared with humans and rhesus. By contrast, clusters 2 and
3 represent 158 probe sets (143 genes) with human-specific
PNAS 兩 October 28, 2003 兩 vol. 100 兩 no. 22 兩 13031
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Pt1, -2, and -3, where the specimen was cut into two different
pieces and processed independently. Array results were analyzed
using several methods, including the MICROARRAY SUITE (MAS)
software, Ver. 4.0 (Affymetrix) and Teragenomics (Information
Management Consultants); see supporting information for details. All arrays were normalized separately to the same average
intensity on the basis of probe sets corresponding to the 60–90th
percentile of hybridization signals. To identify genes with signal
intensity differences between primate species, we used the
BULLFROG 4.5 (14) and DCHIP 1.0 programs (15). In the BULLFROG analysis, all pair-wise comparisons between the arrays of
each species were generated by using MAS 4.0, and only those
probe sets that showed consistent differences among all of the
samples compared were selected. The criteria used were a call of
increase兾marginal increase or decrease兾marginal decrease, fold
change ⬎1.8, and absolute difference change ⬎50 in at least 75%
of the comparisons, a fold change of 1.3 in at least 90% of the
comparisons, and a present call in at least one of the arrays. In
the DCHIP analysis, the expression values for each probe set were
calculated by using the average difference. The criteria used
to identify probe sets with signal differences between species
were a fold-change ⬎1.8 by using the lower bound of the 90%
confidence interval, absolute difference between means ⬎100, t
test P value ⬍0.001, and a present call in ⬎25% of the samples
involved. For each tissue, the probe sets identified with both
analyses were then combined to generate the final list. Cluster
analysis was carried out with the CLUSTER and TREEVIEW
programs (16).

Fig. 1. Gene expression analysis of human, chimpanzee, and rhesus macaque cerebral cortex. (A) Dendrogram showing the hierarchical clustering of the
different cortex samples according to the hybridization signals of 9,733 probe sets detected in at least one of the samples from any species (Hs1–5, humans; Pt1– 4,
chimpanzees; Mm1– 4, rhesus macaques). FP, frontal pole; MFG, medial frontal gyrus; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; aIT, anterior inferotemporal cortex; STG,
superior temporal gyrus; TP, temporal pole. (B) Hybridization levels for 246 probe sets that show differences in signal intensity between human and chimpanzee
cortex. Columns correspond to the different cortex samples in the same order as in the dendrogram. Rows represent the individual probe sets with their
identifying number indicated (Right) (see Table 2). For each probe set, red, green, and black indicate increased, decreased, and equal hybridization levels relative
to the median, respectively. Hierarchical cluster analysis classified the probe sets into four different groups related to their species-specific hybridization pattern.
(C) Expression levels of 21 genes showing differences between humans and chimpanzees by real-time RT-PCR. The y axis corresponds to the average expression
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specific hybridization patterns showed higher levels in humans
than in non-human primates.
To independently validate the results obtained with the oligonucleotide arrays, quantitative real-time RT-PCR was used to
verify the expression differences for 26 genes of interest with a
variety of gene expression patterns in humans, chimpanzees, and
rhesus macaques. Of those genes, 21 showed at least a 1.3-fold
difference between the average expression levels of humans and
chimpanzees in the same direction as in the oligonucleotide
arrays (Fig. 1C), and no expression difference was found for the
other five (Table 2).
To further confirm our findings, we performed a limited gene
expression analysis with cDNA arrays. The cDNA array results
also indicated a bias toward increased gene expression levels in
the human brain, with 64% of the genes that hybridized differentially in human and chimpanzee cortex showing a higher signal
in humans. In addition, 62 of the genes with clear differences
between humans and chimpanzees in the reanalysis of the
oligonucleotide array data were detected on the cDNA arrays,
and 33 showed significant hybridization differences consistent
between the two methods (Fig. 1D). Most of the remaining genes
showed similar trends in the cDNA and oligonucleotide arrays
(three of which were confirmed by RT-PCR), and none had
significant expression differences between humans and chimpanzees in opposite directions by using both arrays. Four additional genes showed differences with the cDNA and oligonucleotide arrays, although they were predicted by the algorithm to
include probes affected by sequence variation between species
(Fig. 1D and Table 2).
Finally, to put these observations into an anatomical context,
we examined the spatial pattern of expression of two genes, CA2
and the transcription factor TWIST, which were found, respectively, to be up- and down-regulated in humans (Fig. 1C). Results
of in situ hybridization for CA2 and TWIST in the cortex show the
same pattern of differences across species observed with the
previous methods. Differences for CA2 are apparent in the gray
matter and especially the white matter of the cerebral cortex
(Fig. 2) and cerebellum (data not shown). Expression differences
in TWIST appear to be restricted to the cortical gray matter (Fig.
2) and are not as evident in the cerebellum (data not shown).
Overall, several methods of gene expression analyses identified 169 genes with clear differential expression in human and
chimpanzee cortex, 54 of which were confirmed using independent techniques (Table 2). Of those 169 genes, 167 show
qualitatively similar expression differences between human and
chimpanzee cortex in a previously published data set (11), and
77 show significant differences in the heart or liver comparison.
The genes differentially expressed between human and chimpanzee cortex include 91 genes that are differentially expressed
in humans relative to both chimpanzees and rhesus macaques, of
which 83 show evidence of increased expression in humans, and
only eight have decreased expression. Although the higher
degree of divergence between human and rhesus sequences
makes inferences of expression levels in rhesus based only on
oligonucleotide array data somewhat less reliable (23), this
group of 91 genes is the most readily interpretable as having
undergone regulatory changes in the human lineage after the
human– chimpanzee divergence. The classification of these
genes into gene ontology categories using the MAPPFINDER
program (24) identified a disproportionate number of expression

level in three chimpanzees (Pt, orange) and three rhesus macaques (Mm, yellow) relative to three humans (Hs, red). Standard deviation within each species is
indicated by error bars. (D) Relative hybridization levels in human and non-human primate cortex samples of 37 genes interrogated by using cDNA arrays. The
y axis represents the base-2 logarithm of the average hybridization signal ratio of four human– chimpanzee comparisons (Hs兾Pt, dark green) and four
human–rhesus comparisons (Hs兾Mm, light green). Positive and negative values denote higher and lower hybridization levels, respectively, in humans than in
non-human primates. In C and D, horizontal lines separate the genes that show increased expression in humans and in chimpanzees. The gene symbol or UniGene
accession number is indicated inside each graph.
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hybridization patterns, and most of these genes showed increased
signal intensity in humans compared with chimpanzees and
rhesus: cluster 2, containing 132 genes, increased in humans, vs.
cluster 3, containing 11 genes, decreased in humans.
To verify this unexpected finding, we applied the same analysis
to previously published gene expression data derived from
human, chimpanzee, and orangutan cerebral cortex (11). Hybridization signals for 311 probe sets (290 genes) differed
between humans and chimpanzees (Table 3). Of the 221 genes
that showed a human-specific pattern of hybridization, 211
(95%) had higher signal intensities in humans, consistent with
the predominance of gene expression up-regulation in the
human brain recently reported from the same data (18). Therefore, two independent data sets provide evidence for an asymmetry of gene-expression changes in human brain evolution, with
the great majority of changes involving expression increases.
To investigate whether the preponderance of up-regulation of
gene expression in humans was unique to the brain, we analyzed
samples from human and chimpanzee heart (this work) and liver
(data from ref. 11). In clear contrast to the brain, in heart and
liver, the number of genes differentially expressed between
humans and chimpanzees that were up- and down-regulated was
nearly equal. For the heart samples, the hybridization signals for
841 probe sets (778 genes) were significantly different between
species, and just over half of them had higher signals in humans
(54%). Analysis of the liver data identified 521 probe sets (485
genes) with signal differences between humans and chimpanzees, and 55% showed greater abundance in humans. Similar
results were also obtained by using several additional normalization and analytical methods (Table 3). Furthermore, the
distribution of the relative differences in hybridization signal
between humans and chimpanzees for all of the genes in the
arrays showed a significant skewing toward higher signals in
humans in the cortex, but not in heart or liver (Fig. 3, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).
Thus, the up-regulation of a large set of genes in humans
compared with chimpanzees is cortex- or brain-specific and does
not depend on how the array data are analyzed.
The use of oligonucleotide arrays based on human sequences
is not expected to affect the quantification of most chimpanzee
mRNAs, because divergence between human and chimpanzee
genomic and mRNA sequences is ⬍1.3% (19, 20) and 0.7% (21),
respectively, and only sequence mismatches located near the
central region of the probes are expected to have a significant
effect on hybridization (22). In addition, sequence differences
are not likely to account for the cortex-specific directional bias
of gene-expression changes between humans and non-human
primates, because this bias was not seen in heart or liver. To be
conservative, however, we investigated the extent to which
sequence differences might affect measurements of mRNA
abundance by sequencing the region interrogated by the arrays
in 36 genes (showing an average identity between humans and
chimpanzees of 99.45%) and by using an algorithm to identify
probes that do not behave consistently between species. The
algorithm detected 65 probe sets that may be affected by
sequence differences between humans and chimpanzees (Table
2). Elimination of these 65 probe sets did not significantly change
the marked predominance of up-regulation of gene expression in
the human cortex: 89% of the remaining genes with human-

Fig. 2. Histological study of gene-expression differences in the cortex between humans and non-human primates. In situ hybridization confirms that
CA2 is expressed at higher levels in the cortex of humans than in chimpanzees
or rhesus macaques (Upper). Note the particularly strong labeling for CA2 in
the white matter (w) immediately below the cortical gray matter (g). TWIST is
weakly expressed in human cortex compared with chimpanzees and macaques (Lower), where expression is strongest in cortical layers II–VI. Arrows
point to the regions of expression of both genes. (Bar ⫽ 1 mm.)

changes in genes related to cell growth and maintenance (including many enzymes involved in metabolism, particularly of
lipids and RNA) and chaperones (Table 4, which is published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site), among other
categories. However, the genes differentially expressed in the
human cortex span a wide variety of functional classes and
include many related to neural function, as discussed below.
Discussion
We used several experimental and analytical methods to identify
91 genes differentially expressed in human cortex compared with
non-human primates and showed that there is a clear bias toward
up-regulation in humans. Regardless of the analysis method, the
directional asymmetry in expression changes is seen in the brain
but not in other tissues. Moreover, the total number of genes
scored as differentially expressed between humans and chimpanzees is higher in nonbrain tissues than in the cortex. These
results contrast in part with those of Enard et al. (11), who
indicated that gene-expression changes in the brain accumulated
more rapidly during human evolution than during chimpanzee
evolution, although divergence in gene expression between
humans and chimpanzees was greater in liver than in brain.
Reanalysis of the same data, however, suggested that geneexpression changes in the human brain involved more increases
than decreases of expression (18). Thus, two different data sets
support the conclusion that the human cortex is distinguished by
a predominant up-regulation of gene expression, with elevated
transcript levels for a variety of genes.
Two possible sources of error might confound these results.
First, because human and chimpanzee samples are extremely
difficult to obtain, it is not possible to match them perfectly in
all pertinent parameters. However, we considered only gene13034 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.2135499100

expression differences that were consistent across all our human
and chimpanzee samples, and very similar gene lists were
obtained when we reanalyzed the data eliminating one sample at
a time. In addition, in our limited data set, variation in gene
expression patterns related to gender, collection procedure, or
cortex region is comparatively small (see Supporting Materials
and Methods). Few expression differences are found in the
human cortex in the comparison of males vs. females and
postmortem vs. surgical samples, although the reduced number
of individuals used makes it difficult to detect any subtle effects
of these factors. Similarly, different cortical regions appear to be
relatively homogeneous in terms of gene expression, as illustrated by the grouping of the cortex samples by individual and
species in the hierarchical clustering analysis (Fig. 1 A) and the
comparison of samples of the frontal and temporal lobes. Finally,
most of the genes identified in this study show similar expression
differences in a completely independent group of samples (11).
A second potential problem stems from the use of human
arrays to measure expression levels in non-human primates and
the importance of validating the array results with independent
techniques (25, 26). In this study, we took several steps to deal
with these potentially confounding effects. First, we used an
algorithm to detect and exclude a high proportion of the
oligonucleotide probes that are affected by sequence differences
between species, eliminating many possible artifacts. Second, we
confirmed one-third of the observed expression differences
between human and chimpanzee cortex by using other quantitative RT-PCR, which would be less sensitive to small sequence
differences and cDNA arrays.
The identification of the genes that exhibit regulatory changes
in adult human cortex provides clues to the biochemical pathways and cell-biological processes that were modified during
evolution. The apparent up-regulation of so many different
genes suggests, among other things, that the general level of
neuronal activity and the metabolic processes that support it may
be unusually high in human cortex. Consistent with this is the
up-regulation of genes involved in synaptic transmission, including the control of glutamatergic excitability (SYN47, also known
as Homer 1b), plasticity at glutamatergic synapses [CAMK2A
(27)], phosphatidylinositol signaling (IMPA1, CDS2), synaptic
vesicle release [RAB3GAP, ATP2B1 (28)], axonal transport
along microtubules (KIF3A, DCTN1), microtubule assembly
(MAP1B), and targeting of proteins to postsynaptic densities
[USP14 (29)].** We have also found expression changes related
to energy metabolism. For example, CA2, which is expressed in
glia, has been related to the generation and transport of lactate
by astrocytes for use by neurons as an energy source (30, 31). To
our knowledge, the possibility that the human brain has an
unusually high metabolism has not been previously considered.
Typically, larger brains have lower metabolic rates (per unit of
tissue) than smaller brains (32). Nevertheless, recent studies with
imaging techniques to measure cerebral glucose metabolism in
the conscious state suggest that metabolic rates are as high or
even higher in humans (33, 34) than in macaques (35, 36). Higher
levels of neuronal activity are likely to have important consequences in cognitive and behavioral capacities, and of the genes
up-regulated in humans, CAMK2A is involved in learning and
memory (37), and mutations of GTF2I (Williams syndrome),
CA2 (marble brain disease), and SC5DL (lathosterolosis) have
been linked to mental retardation.
Increased activity would pose a serious challenge to the
biochemical mechanisms that sustain normal cell function in the
brain. Yet the greater life-span potential of humans (38) suggests
**For additional references to gene functions, see the LocusLink (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov兾
LocusLink), OMIM (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov兾Omim), and SOURCE (http:兾兾source.
stanford.edu兾cgi-bin兾sourceSearch) databases.
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suggest that these gene-regulation changes can be understood, at
least in part, as adaptations for maintaining high levels of
cerebral activity over a long life span. By investigating in detail
the biological roles of the specific genes identified in this study,
it should be possible to gain new insights into the modifications
of structure and function that distinguish the human brain from
that of other primates.
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that human neural cells could possess biochemical adaptations
that enable them to function longer than those of other primates.
It is thus noteworthy that human evolution was accompanied by
up-regulation of genes with products linked to cytoprotection
[CHRM3 (39) and SHC3 (40)] as well as protein chaperones
(HSPA2, HSP75, ORP150, and BAG5). Abnormal processing,
aggregation, and deposition of misfolded proteins are common
features of diverse neurodegenerative syndromes (41), and chaperones could confer some protection from the above processes.
Another group of genes with expression change in humans are
related to lipid metabolism (ACADSB, CDS2, CES1, CYB5-M,
IDI1, IMPA1, OSBPL8, PCCB, and SC5DL), which could have
a role in membrane synthesis and turnover, steroid metabolism,
and cell signaling. Several of these genes are involved in cholesterol metabolism, and cholesterol is thought to influence the
accumulation of amyloid ␤ protein, which is involved in the
pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (42). In addition, the modification of genes related to lipid metabolism is interesting in
view of the role attributed to increased meat consumption in
human origins (43, 44), a point also pertinent to some of the gene
expression differences observed between human and bonobo
fibroblasts (26).
The distinctive pattern of up-regulation of gene expression
that characterizes human cortical evolution casts the normal
structure and function of human cortex in a new light. We
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